
Rapid Cooling: 
A Way to Make Unusual Alloys 

"Freezing" molten mix tures  very fast can produce new 
materials with some unexpected properties 

A new technique for metallurgical research, de- 
veloped at Caltech, is producing some remarkable 
new alloys. By cooling molten material so fast that it 
doesn't have time to crystallize normally. Pol Dn- 
wez, professor of materials science, and Ronald Wil- 
lens, assistant professor of materials science. c m ~  
create thin foils of materials with some verv unex- 
pected properties. 

The latest in a series of new alloys is a "metallic 
glass," composed of palladium and silicon. It doesnt 
have a crystal structure, but still has metallic prop- 
erties. For example, this amorphous substance lias 
electrical resisth it\ that is' nearfi constant of PI 

a temperatiire range from a fraction of a degree to 
about 375 K. Moreover, it can be made ferroniag- 
netic with the addition of a small amount of iron, 
cobalt, or nicl'.el. Crystalline allot s ton that h a <  ( 
been rapidl! pooled oftori tuni ou t  l o  have proper- 
ties rriarkedly different from those the\ would have 
if coolc ( I  slew 1 ) .  roi evirnple a golrI-grt rri;ininnt 
allen ohtaint d In rapid cooling i s  sllp( rcorithicHr~y; 
at 1.6 K, although nrither c~~istitiic'it nor the all'? 
itself i s  si~~~erronducting normally . Inother r ~ w  
alien . a high-teniperature phase of tnng~teti r ai - 
bide. was found to be supercondnctinq :at 10 
though it too would not normally be. 

While it i s  true that amorphous all(>\ s w i t h  nie tal- 
lie properties had been produced previously by 
vacuum deposition of the cori~por~r,rits on a tared 
maintained at liquid helium temperature they we1 e 
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stable only at quite low temperatures. The palladi- can be submerged in liquid nitrogen. The foil pio- 
um-silicon glass is stable indefinitely at tempera- duced is about one centimeter wide and three or 
tures up to about 200-C. When heated, it changes four centimeters long. Thickness may vary from 
to what is probably a transition crystalline phase at about one-tenth to several microns. However, the 
about 300Â°C thickness is not uniform, which limits the extent of 

tests that can be performed on the foil. Tests such 
A d i ~ s h  of structure as yield strength and tensile strength cannot be 

That the alloy is truly an~orphous has been shown 
with electron microscope photographs. The photo- form 
graphs, which have 
30 angstroms for metallurgical work, d 
any discrete crystals; the interatomic d 
volved in crystal formation make it unlike 
any could exist and not be seen. Also, electr 
x-ray diffraction pa 
croscope observatio 

The amorphous 
extreme example of the ound is possible. T 
ing; crystalline alloys \ 
also of ereat interest. 

i possibilities of rapid cool- 
vith unusual structures are 
Moreover, they are much - .  L. 

more likely to result from rapid cooling. Amorphoi 

bility of one meta 

that the unoriented atoms in the liq~ 
" frozen" in position. or are at least frozen into som 
unusualcrystal st1 
to force the molte 
tively cool surface very ,as< ("11 me oruer or a re 
thousandths of a second). The surf ace absorbs heat 

)f more than sev- 
-...n..n- I ,---..-- 

to achieie 
lie foil that 


